Abstract. The paper mainly discusses the temperature distribution in eggs from the heating process. For eggs' heating process, the paper would explore the temperature change rules from the analysis, the lumped parameter method, numerical method of three aspects. Based on each methods, diagrams would be drawn, the features of temperature is going to analyze and the errors would be calculated.
Problem Analysis
Heating an egg and putting it into the boiling water at 100 , then the a ℃ nalysis objective is the variation of temperature in the center of the egg. It is assume that egg density is 1000kg/m 3 , the specific heat of egg is 3310J/(kg*k) and during the heating process, the surface heat transfer coefficients for h equals 1200W/(m 2 *k). The paper uses lumped parameter method, numerical analysis method and conducts two-dimensional mathematical simulation.
Heating Process
The arranged recording data of experiment is shown in Appendix 1. The real heating curve can be obtained by data fitting using Matlab. Table 1The arranged recording data of experiment Analysis calculation is performed first, then the lumped parameter method is used. The process of heating eggs belongs to unsteady heat conduction. The eggs can be seen as high thermal conductive objects and it also can be considered as a whole isothermal egg. The egg temperature of lumped-parameter equation can be written. Calculating internal egg temperature changes over time, the temperature distribution mapping can finally obtained.
The use of numerical method is to discrete the region first and divide egg into 11 regions and then the forward and implicit difference equations can be displayed respectively and using iterative method to solve forward difference equation, it can obtain temperature change results and finally 
Conclusion
Substances in eggs is complex, thermal conductivity, surface emissivity, inaccuracy can cause errors. Analysis error comes from the whole egg assumption and thermocouple movement within the egg.
